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KOMO Turns Heads at IWF 2016! 
IPT makes a big impression. 
 
LAKEWOOD, NJ – September 19, 2016 – Komo Machine, Inc continued their position as an industry leader at 

this year’s International Woodworking Fair in Atlanta, Georgia. They celebrated their 50th year in the business by 
unveiling their Independent Programmable Technology. 
 

The KOMO Fusion 1205TT sat center stage in the inviting and signature black & red booth. Customers were able to 

get a front row seat and enjoy a hands on experience with the KOMO sales team, technical support team and top 

executives. The Fusion 1205TT was very well received and created the perfect opportunity to showcase IPT. 

What is IPT? It is an option rather than a specific model of machine. Available in either a Fusion or Mach III 

format, single or twin table, with up to 6 heads and work envelopes up to 24′ x 8′, KOMO’s Independent 

Programmable Technology (IPT) delivers complete flexibility via fully programmable center spacing as well as 

individual spindle feed, speed and axis control. The spindles can be programmed to operate with complete 

flexibility. They can be slaved together to cut multiple parts, or they can be split up to cut dissimilar parts on 

separate tables simultaneously. This gives you the option to run multiple short cycles on one table while running a 

long cycle on the other. Produce a unique part on each table while using any combination of spindles concurrently. 

Flexibility at its finest. 

Overall, the show’s attendance exceeded expectations and was a significant success for KOMO. Vice President of 

Sales and Service Jeff Erickson stated “We are looking forward to broadening our footprint as a CNC router 

manufacturer with innovative technology like IPT. We are even more energized by the positive feedback from our 

customers at IWF this year”. 

KOMO Machine Inc. designs and manufactures an entire line of high quality precision computer numerically controlled (CNC) 

routers and machining centers. All of KOMO’s products are manufactured in the USA and are designed and supported by a 

highly skilled team of individuals. KOMO has produced more than 3000 CNC machines for the USA and serves International 

markets throughout the world with an extensive list of satisfied customers.   

 



 

 

KOMO MACHINE, INC. Contacts for more information: 

Mike Kolibas   President    mikekolibas@pmcglobalinc.com 

Jeff Erickson  Vice President of Sales & Service  jerickson@komo.com 

Bart DeVries         Eastern Regional Sales Manager        bdevries@komo.com 

Steven Mehr       Western Regional Sales Manager      smehr@komo.com         

Call Toll Free: 1-800-255-5670 or visit www.komo.com 


